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News-Lites
CHINESE TO FOLLOW
MARSHALL'S ADVICE
A major shakeup in the Chinese Government is expected to be completed
within the next month, a well informed
source said, recently. The reorganization will go through · ~with or without
the participation of the Communists".
If carried through this program recom
mended by General Marshall in his
farewell critical statement on the
Chinese problem will mean that the
top men in the ruling patty will have
to step down and make room for representatives of minorities like the Social
Democratic Parry, the Young China
Party, and others.
-0-

NAMES IN THE NEWS
Edwin Pauley, United States repara.tions commissioner, and four other associates who bought a sixteen arce
coconut island
in the Pacific once'
owned by the late playboy, Christian
H. Holmes, are enroute to the island
near Honolulu and plan to build guest
cottages and recreational facilities as a
retreat for tired business men.
Janee I. McGurk, 72, authority on
early American art, who lay unconscious
in a partially filled bath tub in his New
York apartment after a stroke for four
days, died after an operation to stem
the effect of gangrene.
General Pershing said at Washington
th:it General Marshall, who was on Pershi:,g's sutf in France during World
War I, should make a good Secretary of
State because Marshall's work as Chief
of Staff during World War II broadened his knowledge of foreign affairs
and enhanced his "soldierly and statesr.·;~ r.11ike 1.iu~1i: ies."

Symphony Date Is
Set In April For
Searcy Concert
It has been announced that the Arkansas State Symphony Orchestra, under
the baton of Mr. William Hacker will
play in Searcy April 21 and 22. '
The Arkansas State Symphony Orchestra is unique in its purpose: that of
bringing symphonic music, not only to
the larger cities of the state, but to many people all over Arkansas who have
never before had an opportunity to hear
a symphony orchestra. To aid in accomplishing this purpose, twenty permanent symphony societies have been organized to present the orchestra in concerts in their own towns. Searcy has
organized one of these symphony societies~ and all members will be admitted to the concert upon presentation of
their membership cards alone.
Mr. Hacker is a concert pianist as well
as a conductor. He. has toured as pianist
in most of the states, Cuba, Europe,
and only recently, in Mexico, where he
played in a series of some 15 concerts,
including a radio broadcast over a coast>to-coast Central American hook-up. He
is accredited in the December 1 issue
of Musical Courier magazine with having been the founder and guiding spirit
of the orchestra since. its inception, as
well as having won n°ational acclaim ~s
a musician.
Musicians in the orchestra are, for the
most part, drawn from the state, with
only a few professional instrumentalists
being brought to live in Arkanas from
out-of-state where necessary. In this respect concerning the organization, it has
been said that it is "one of the greatest
forces for unification of statewide efforts to bring more culture to Arkansas
than has ever been known in the State."
If the publicity so far enjoyed by the
conductor and orchestra are indicative
of their professional ability the organization is destined to become one of our
nation's better-known symphonic organizations.
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Two Debate Teams
Advance To Semi·
Finals At Meet
Five Harding debate teams entered
the annual Mid-South Debate tournament December 12 and 13 at Conway,
Arkansas. Each of the five teams won
their first round of debates and were
eligible for the elimination' rounds.
Debaters making the trip were Joe
Cannon, Bill Harris Guthrie Dean and
Sammie Swim, senior men deb~ters,
Charles Stovall, Charles Draper, Bill
Hunnicutt, and Bill Parker, junior men
debaters, and Edith Chastain and Jane
Shelton entered in the junior women's
division.
The teams consisting of Joe Cannon
and Bill Harris, and Edith Chastain and
Jane Shelton advanced to the semi-finals.
Plans had been made for the debaters
to go to the Drury Invitational Debate
Tournament in Springfield, Missouri,
this week, but were cancelled. The next
tournament the debaters will enter will
probably be the one held a
Baton
Rouge or the Forensic Savage celd at
Durant, Oklahoma.
The question for discussion ·is: "llesolved that labor should be given a di.
rect share in the management of industry."

Camera Clubbers
Meet For Lecture
The Harding Camera Club resumed
activities for the winter term January
7 with a lecture accompanied by slides
entitled "Snap That Picture". The club
has been using similar Kodak lectures
and slides throughout the year, with
favorable results.
The scheduled program for the r~
mainder of the year includes a continuation of these monthly lectures, contests, exhibits, picture-hunting hikes,
and socials.
The HCC was organized last year by
a group of photo-enthus·iasts under the
direction and aid of Neil B. Cope, instructor in journalism.
Bill Collins
served as the club's first president and
Marvolene Chambers was elected to fill
that office this year. Cope has served
as sponsor both years.
Both interesting and useful to amateurs who have desired to better their
picture-taking ability and learn more
about processing, the club has made the
darkroom available to Camera-Clubbers
and many have learned to develop,
print, and enlarge · pictures.
Monthly contests will be held by the
club for the remainder of the year.
From these contests will be chosen appropriate shots for exhibits, three of
which are planned.
Along with the lectures available for
use by the club will be a moving picture, "The Calvacade of Color", also
furnished by the Eastman-Kodak Company.
The club is now open for newcomers
who may be interested in learning more
about photography and improving their
own technique. The regular meeting
time of the group is at 4: 15 on Tuesday afternoon.

CORRECTION
Seems an Eastern paper, in refering
to a venerable war veteran of the glorious past, made the embarrassing error of
calling him, a battle-scared veteran.
The editor quickly ordered that a correction be made. A neat item of apology
stated that they really meant to call the
man a "bottle-scarred" veteran.
The Bison found itself in something
of the same predicament this week
when, after discovery of the disconcerting fact that two lines of type were accidentally dropped fro mthe story of
Charles Doyle;s wedding, a correction
was to be run and initials of the groom's
parents were unknown. Apologies seem
to be the best we can offer.

·SECOND LYCEUM TO BE GIVEN
Queue Up, Partner,
Queue llp!
By Nathan Lamb
Staggering wearily into Godden Hall after a hectic history session
chanced upon a cluster of .People buzzing bee-jike around the end
of what appeared to be a "queue" of people, so ... I queued up with
all these characters, with no idea as to what the queue might lead to.
I asked the apprehensive gentlemen ahead of me, 'Where are we
goingi?" He jerked his head around, startled, saw me and looked relieved, then replied, "You know, fellow, that's a funny thing now,
I was just asking the lady ahead of me. She didn't seem to know.
muttered something about 'we have to do it - no way out of it' and
some more I didn't catch and then 'and if we don't there's the D. C.
to reckon with. Me, I'm puzzled and kinda scared, but I'm afraid to
get out of line now, might miss something."
I, too, was puzzled no end, and slightly worried too. Had ,there
been a mass violation of rules? I hadn't seen such a line as this at
Harding before. Perhaps the N!!zis had taken over or maybe . . .
maybe anything ... hysteria swelled up in me and I pushed and shoved
into the line ahead trying to fight my way clear. The mob shoved
back and commanded me to keep my place, so I subsided and shook
in silent fear as the "queue" terror assailed my numbled nerves.
Suddenly I stepped out into sunlight and fresh air . . my fear
of the dark hallway vanished as I saw blue sky overhead interlaced
with fleecy white clouds. This was America; I had nothing to fear.
Far off I heard the sound of trumpets and drums beating the swelling
march of freedom as I stepped up to the desk under the archway and
said boldly, "Sir, I wish to reserve my bound volume of the BISON
for the year 1946-1947."-

Snapshot Committee
Urges Student Body
To Tum In Snaps
The 1946-47 Petit Jean snapshot contest will close Monday, January 20 snaJ>shot committee chairman Sammie Swim
announced this week. "It is very important for the yearbook to have a good
snapshot section for it is in this section that the students are seen as they
actually are in college life. The success
of the snapshot section depends upon
the cooperation of every student in this
contest," he said.
All students are eligible to enter the
contest, and are urged to make as many
entries as possible as most of them will
.be used in the Petit Jean. Prizes are
three 8x10 inch portraits for the boy
winner and three for the girl winner
who submit the best snapshots. Contest
judges are Neil B. Cope, Joe Pryor and
William Walker.
Snapshots will be returned after they
have been used, and each should have
the owner's name on the back. All snapshots, whether entered in the contest
or not, will be accepted at any time between now and January twentieth.

Press Club Lists
New Members
The names of two new members were
· added to the Press Club roll Thursday
night at the first meeting of the new
term. They are Bruce Cooley, junior,
and Reba Simons, freshman, both of
whom were assigned to general reporting positions on the Bison staff.
Morgan Buffington has been made act
ing circulation manager in the absence
of Don Bryant, circulation head who
has rerurned to his home in Marshall,
Texas, for the remainder of the winter
term. Bryant expects to resume his
duties on the staff with the beginning
of the spring quarter.
Neil B. Cope, sponsor of The Bison,
made several constructive criticisms and
suggestions as to ways in which both
press club meetings and the publication
might be improved following a review
of last week's issue.
Plans are being made for the training
and improvement of cub reporters who
have not previously had journalism or
need 'refresher courses' at the regular
Press Club meeting each Thursday evening. Students who do not have time to
work on the Bison but are interested in
the newspaper field are invited to attend the lectures.

Tahu, Or Not Taboo-That Is The Question!
By DMothy Smith
fire, well, it iust ain't taught a.nymore!
It's a hard life, McGee, but what was
"Tabu'', we thought, is a strictly upit like back when? Let's take a lookto-date word, but seems that it was
see back into 183 7 (the year of, that
known in the old days as "Taboo" is) and · read over a few of "THE Rules
for Young Ladies Living in College and that went for all cosmetics, perfumeries, or fancy soaps unquote. Dates? We
Dormitories".
don't know how they managed, but it
Seems that getting admitted was the
first step over which many a modern must not have taken long then.
Physical education rules, however,
miss might flounder, for rule number
kept a gal lookin' like she ought to
one states: "No young lady shall become a member of this school who can- look. Each must walk at least one mile
not kindie a fire, wash potatoes, or re- each day. And the following "do and
don't" read, "No young lady must spend
peat the multiplication table."
Now the multiplication table some of more than three minutes at a time before the mirror"• . . . And that's a
us still pick up somewhere along the
thought for reflection.
grade school line, but as for kindling a

Campus Player~ Announce Plans
For N.ew Student Production

Dramatic Club Is
Open For Members
The dramatic club is open for new
members during the first two weeks of
this term, Therman Healy, president,
announced January 9. Those interested
may see him or b~ present at the club
meeting tonight at 6 :00.
Ralph Younger headed the entertainment committee for the last meeting at
which Lois Benso~ and Neva Chesshir
gave a reading, "Horace", and a humorous skit written by Pat Ballenger and
Ernie Wilkerson was presented.
Characters included in the latter were
played by Evelyn Rhodes, Marilyn McCluggage, Pat Ballenger, Bernie Vines,
Keith Thompson, Ralph Younger, and
Bob Lanier. Ernie Wilkerson served a.~
narrator.

May Queen, Feature
Selections Are
Completed Tuesday
Wray Bullin~ton, Geraldine Young,
and Mary Belfe Garner were named
Tuesday as being the three remaining
candidates in the annual May Day
Queen election. Secret ballot was made
in chapel Tuesday to determine which
of the three will hold the spotlight of
honor May 1st as the two other candidates serve as attendants.
Selected two weeks ago by the various
gorls' social clubs, nominees were voted
on Saturday. The three highest are representatives of the Phi Delta, W. H. C.,
and Ju Go Ju clubs. Other nominees
were Dorothy Baker, H. Club; Claudia
Ptuett, Las Companeras; Edith Kiihnl,
Omega Phi; Maryann Hazlett, GATA;
Mildred Lanier, Tofebt; Rosabelle Cannon, M. E. A.; and Carnelle Patterson,
Metah Moe.
• Final voting for two feature section
spots in the Petit Jean was also held
Tu!'sday. Finalists were Doris Johnson
and Dcrothy Baker, for Favorite Girl;
Therman Healy and Bill Harris, Fav·
C°'rite Boy; Lois Hemingway and Edna
Hodge Best-All-Round Girl; Jimmie
Ganus .. nd Joe Cannon, Bes~All-Round
B0y.
Elr~tion resulti. will not be revealed
until the release of the Petit Jean in
May.

Final Vote Is Taken
In Harding Academy
Yearbook Elections
In a final runoff election conducted
during the chapel period Tuesday, Harding Academy pupils selected eight students to fill feature section pages of the
high school division of the Petit Jean,
college annual.
Names of the two students in each
division with the highest number of
votes following Saturday's balloting
were listed on Tuesday's vote slips. They
included Singleton Kamp, Bruce Rhodes,
Favorite Boy; Ann Moorer, Barbara
Vanhooser, Favorite Girl; Alfred Turman, J. Will Sims, Best-All-Round Boy;
Mary Lou Tipton, Lloydene Sanderson,
Bes~All-Round Girl; Emil Menes, Doug
las Reeves, Most Handsome Boy; Earline Franklin, Betty Blair, Cutest Girl;
Glen Kraft, Percy Witty, Wittiest Boy;
Golden Young, Petit Jean Lashlee, Wittiest Girl.

Therman Healy, president of the
Campus Players, has announced that a
second student-produced three-act play
will be presented in the auditorium
March 7. The play is an adaptation by
John G. Fuller of Mark Twain's "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's
Court".
Dorothy King, senior student from
Atl1ens, Alabama, has .been chosen by
the Campus Player group to direct the
comedy. She has named Edna Hodge
to act as her assistant director.
The cast is as follows: Ed Cade, the
Connecticut Yankee, Hank Bennett;
Josephine Connell, his younger sister,
Marion; Betty Lou Spruell, Hank's
mother, Mrs. Bennett; Evert Pickartz,
King Arthur; Geraldine Young, Queen
Gueneva; Al Goldman. Merlin; Paul
Clark, Sir Sagramor; Joe Dan Tipps,
Clarence; Neva Chesshir, Elaine; Bill
Handy, Sir Launcelot; Nadine Young,
Morgan Le Fay; Gladys O'Neal, Sandy.
Four of the group are Campus Players.
Miss King, active in dramatic club for
four years and a member of the Campus Players for three, has had a great
deal of experience in acting, make-up,
back stage work, and direction of one
acts. She is a physical education major
and carrie~ a speech minor.
Miss Hodge, junior from Oklahoma
City, has been a member of the dramatic club three years and a Campus
Player two years, taking an active part
in -all phases of dramatic activities.

Unexpected Rescue
Saves Life Of
Far East -Missionary
With an unexpected rescue from a
Japanese prisoner of war camp just
eleven hou~ before an order for their
execution was to have been carried out,
H. G. Cassell and his family consider
that to have been one of their more
narrow of many narrow escapes during
four years of war in the Far East. Cassell, missionary to the Philippines, related this experience among others in
addressing a capacity crowd in the auditorium Monday night.
In Manila at the time the city suffered its worst bombings and strafings,
Mr. and Mrs. Cassell and their two sons
were made prisoners of war after Mac
Arthur declared the city to be ·open, not
being released until some 38 months
later when a daring rescue by Philippine
gorillas and American paratroopers was
effected twenty-five miles into enemy
territory. They returned to the States
in 1945.
Cassell weighed in 115 pounds of
his normal 165 when he and 3200
other Americans made their way from
the prison camp left in flames and strug
gled to walk the three miles neo;ssary to
await completion of their rescue. Re·
lating numerous instances of the kindness of the Philippino natives to the
American people, it was at this point
in his story that Cassell told how those
natives, some four hundred of them,
risked their lives and lost the gamble
by bringing food to them all along that
three mile road. When the Japanese
came by searching for the prisoners several hours later, the children of these
Philippino natives were lined up along
the road facing terrified parents who
watched with stricken faces as machine
guns were rurned down the line, then
on themselves.
Life in a crowded class room of the
University of Manila devoid of furniture, desks, everything but dust for
months following their submission to
(Continued on page four)
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They Used To Sing

Song Review

Once there was a school whose students loved to sing. They
were b J?PY students who learned that to accomplish much in their
stndiP.s they cl.id n0t have to be tense and always thinking of their
work between dos:es and after classes. They all loved one another,
::rnd they loved to sing. As they stood in cafeteria line, gathered around the fish pond, around the mail boxes, waiting for a meeting to
begin, they would sing.

By Mo.,.gan Buffington

Most of all they liked to sing hymns, but often they sang pep
songs, folk songs, just old songs. With collars turned up and hands
deep in pockets, they shivered and sang. On hot spring nights after
supper they sat on the steps in the twilight and sang. Carefree, happy, because they trusted in wisdom greater than their own, they held
their heads high and released the spring that held back th~ expression
of all they were feeling and they sang.
Now there is a school whose students do not learn more than before-but they have forgotten. Sometimes someone says, "Remember
the old days?-Let's sing!" "Let's--someone start a song." There is
laughter in the groups-but they have forgotten. They are too busy.
They are too tired. They are post-war students, and the mad rush
and hurry and tension of war years lies heavy on these students. They
must be too preoccupied to sing. There is so much to do and the
spirit of the singing students of old is burning low. They used to sing
-despite the cold-ill spite of trouble-to chase away a mood-just
because they liked to sing. The air doesn't resound with singing very
often now. The air 1s lonely now.
-M.R.S.

AVID STUDENTS OF LEXICOGRAPHY
,,,, might be interested in the origin of the word "piffle". Particularly
" so in the case of ELIZABETH ALLEN, who seems to have de. veloped' a special attraction for the word. Anyway, it appears that
many years ago th.e ancient Phroebitices (descendants from the
Wrigigatians--on their mother's side) used to hold pie·balancing

balance and drop his pie, he would scream in disgust, "Oh, my pie
FOL'IZ
fell." Shortened and mangled by the later-day Buttranians it was "Oh, my, pi'fell."
Thence aborted into the word piffle. lncidently, the Phroebitites had to give up
their contests in the year 20 5 because of a pie-hating ruler. His mother was
once scared l?y a lemon merangue.

How About More. OF
Our Debaters?
One of the busiest groups on the campus is the debate team.
They w9rk hard, go to tournaments and make go9d for Harding, yet
seemingly receive little or no credit from the student body. The chorus,
dramatic club, and press dub all receive pats on the back for their activities-how about a little publicity for the debaters?
The debate team this year is unusually talented. One of the
Harding teams beat Dicky Dean, a former Harding trouper, at a re·
cent tournament. Dean is considered one of the best, but Bill Harri&
was able to prove we still have the same spunk that was here when
Dean was a Hardingite by def eating him in one part of the debate
session.
To aid in remedying this lack of publicity, the debaters might be.
given a part on a chapel program now and then. If the student body
had a chance to hear those who are striving to keep Harding's debate
reputation high, they might do a much better job of appreciating thei1
ability.

The power of song should not be underestimated. The force that the songs
of a nation weild over that nation
should never be forgotten. Songs tend
to mold our thoughts, determine ouLaCWE HAVE ·BEEN APPROACHED
tivities, and shape our destinies. A na·
by the vigalante committee of the "Better-Literary-Efforts-On-Behalf-Of-Harding" tion can be stirred to anger and even
group, (commonly known as the "Dow11>-With-Foltz" committee), relative to the hostile activities through song. A coun..
rather poor quality of columning being turned out under the fair banner of ye try, on the other hand, can be pacified
and appeased by vocal music. One wise
oulde Bison. The fact that chis staid group of gentlemen were armed with a rope
person seeing the force of song said,
and noose (Texas·style), their plaint merits consideration. My only salvation in
"Let me write the song of the nations,
the cause of better-doi~gs involves some of that stuff people laughingly refer to and I will let anyone write its laws".
as cooperation, in passing along tl1is way some of the more choice of campus mor· What are laws anyway, if the people
do not wish to keep them? But people
sels. (Rumors, propaganda and gossip accepted.)
are moved by and harken to the voice
STICK YOUR NBCK OUT, JUNIOR,
of song. Seeing the dangerous trend in
it's a free country, they tell me. Anyhow, it has occurred to some of the local the foolish and light-hearted songs of
intelligentsia that the revised scheduling of classes-involving a Tuesday to Satur- today's younger generation, one wellday weekly shift-might reasonably entail a reshuffling of other activities to cor- known public official made the staterespond. Something like having Monday night meetings on Tuesday nights (the ment that Aemrica was destined to des,truction, unless a change was wrought
following day, being Wednesday, carrying a lighter schedule), and movie nights
in the popular songs.
on Thursday nights (same reason). We agree that the thing does merit .s:ome
"Let the word of Christ dwell in you
considerati n.
richly; in all wisdom teaching and ad-

Keeping posted on debate trips and successes and telling our de·
haters we are proud of their record might give them encouragement
to move ahead to bigger things. Let's not let it be said of us that we
are negligent about giving credit where credit is due-and when I
say "us'', I mean you, to .
-M.J.G.

MISCELLANEOUS MEANDERINGS:
Amusing tale comes our way about the student preacher Sunday·dihnering at a
small Arkansas town, while mother of small boy told cute and backward doings
of her young offspring, only to have the lad interrupt with-"But 41mother, you
told ME not to tell anything about you." ... One of our more gifted word-weavers
has now turned to writing abstract poetry-the first samples of which are simply
wonnerful. ... SNUFFY and TIJLLY, lounging in the College Inn, greeting with
huge grins the various press-dubbers that they caught flat-footed. (Advance notice
on such things helps the editor out.) ... And the quip about the character who
said, "Well, she's not exactly a pick-up. It's really more of a let down."

There Will Be

Have We Missed The Mark?
We are very busy. Do we stay so busy that we fail to remember
why we are here? Do we stop at the library with a hope that if we
read very rapidly we will be able to get in the dinner line early?
How many times do we read a page past that which is assigned
without feeling that we have wasted our time? Are there many of us
who can't count on our fingers the number of unassigned books we
have read on a subject so that we may have a better understanding
of it?
Surely we have missed the mark in our idea of education if this
is true. Standards do not last if they do not prove themselves. If
the men who have had experience in education find that reading is.
an essential part of education, then there is more to such a requirement of library standards than impressive figures.
If we should measure how busy we are by how much we accomplish, perhaps some of us are not so busy after all.
-M.C.

Question of The Week
a warm climate."
Bill Collins: "It's the most unpleasant sort of weather you can have."
Don Bryant: "It tires me out wearing
so many clothes."
Dorothy Brewer: "I can't get warmthat's a silly question!"
Doris Johnson: "What do you think "
Dorothy Case: "We have to wear too
many coats. I don't like coats."
Charles Draper: "I don't mind this
status quo so bad, but I don't like its
inevitable result-too many cold shoulders."
Dr. Frank Rhodes: "My chief objec·
tion is that it's cold."

monishing one another with psalms and
hymns, and spiritual songs, singing with
grace in your hearts unto God."
Man sings for many reasons. He-sings,
above all, to fulfill a 'command of God.
l;Ie sings to glorify his Father as a result of his devotion. He sings to express hi happiness, to hield his sorrow,
to teach others, and simply because he
enfoys it. Song is compassion, satisfaction, a comforter and a friend in time
of need. It enables one to pass the drea·
ry hours of the day, to turn off work
quicker and better, to forget his mis·
fortunes or loneliness, and to overlook
his sickness. Song, seemingly, is an instinct of all mankind, religious or nonreligious.

PICK-UPS
Picked up from a Decem·
ber issue of the Ouachita
Signal . at Arkadelphia, this
item was labeled "How co
Keep from Growing Old",
but we think we'd call it
"Cues for Dumb Drivers"Scott
what do you think?
"Always race with locomotives to
crossings. Engineers like it; it breaks
the monotony of their jobs . . . Always
pass the car ahead on curves or rurns.
Don't use horn as it may unnerve the
fellow and cause him to turn out too
far . . . Demand J:i'alf the road-the
middle half. Insist on your rights . . .
Always speed; it shows people you are
a man of pep even tho an amateur driver . . . Never stop, look, or listen at
railroad crossings. It consumes time . .
Always lock your brakes when skidding. It makes the job look more artistic. . .. In sloppy weather drive close
to pedestrians. Dry cleaners appreciate
this . . Never look around when you
back up Why should anything be behind you? ... Drive confidently, just
as though there ·were not eighteen miJ..
lion other cars in service."

-<>There's an amusing history behind
an old wooden bucket prized by students of Eastern Carolina State Teachers
and Atlantic Christian College. Many
years ago at .E. C. T. C. an alumnus decided that a trophy should be given to
the school that won any sports competition between A. C. C. and E. C.
T. c. The bucket, named Bohunkus, is
kept until the other school wins some
type of game One side is painted black
for E. C. S. T. and the other blue for
A. C. C. The games are recorded on
the winning side of the bucket.
-0-

ln the Collegiate of Atlantic Christian College we found chis bit of rhyme.
Little senior, little senior,
What is wrong with you?
Acting so dignifiedThat's no way to do!
You act as if you are the boss
And when we tell you about it
You get very very cross.
Little senior, little senior,
Now that you are getting told,
;Remember that you are a Freshman
Just four years old!

learn to answer questions that are put
forth by both truly serious salvation
seeker~ and also fanatics of ocher religious sects. We learn to answer these
questions, not with the usual "This is
something we just have to accept" and
By Jimmie Pennington
Harding has been known far and wide
"Well, we just aren't supposed to - for its singing. In years past wherever a
There are hundreds of various reli- know", but with sound scientific facts
group of students assembled there was
gious sects scattered throughout the combined with philosophical and hisheard singing. At the mailbox, in the
world. Some believe along parallel torical data. This can be done. We have
lunch line, around the fish pond, voices
lines; others are as diverse as the poles. something that we believe no other rewere heard magnifying His name. A
Have you ever stopped to consider why ligious group has-the absolute truth.
place of solitude, away from such melochis is so? It might be well to do so. If so, let us use it to the best advanOne of the chief reasons is that many tage.
of us are members of the church in
True, there are some things that we
which we believe because it was the
do have to accept as inevitable, as we
choice of our parents, and in turn the
accept Time, but a great many queschoice of their elders. Many have nut
Official student weekly newspaper published during the regul~ school year
tions could be answered differently that
stopped to consider that their parent;
1
)y
the
students of Harding College. Searcy, Arkansas.
aren't. This fact alone makes a great
are human anJ could make mist·1l,:e.;
deal of difference in the minds of men
Member.
iust as others of us. Of course you wH;
who are above the average in intellisa~· that you go to your church becau.e
J:Usociated
Colle6iate Press
gence. Any soul is worth saving, but if
~ou b-::lieve it is right. So will the J\foEntered as second class matter .August 18, 1936, at Searcy, Arkansa:. pol>t
we can co...ince the more intelligent of
hzmmedan; so will tt~( Buddhist; s · wi1 ~
office under act of ¥arch 3, 1879. Subscription $1.00 per year.
the races, these in turn will convince
the Catholic; and it would be hard to
the others.
convince him that he was wrong. It does
Barbara Brown
Edit01
Work of this sort calls for sound arnot alter the fact that he may be wrong
Neil B. Cope
Faculty Advisor
however; it merely shows that he has gumentation and sound basic reasoning.
Blanche Tranum
Business Manager
We are then dealing with beliefs plantbeen mistaught.
Maxine Mercer
Secretary
ed from infancy onward. They are deepSome of the most intelligent and no·
ly rooted; often with prejudices to be Morgan Buffington
Acting
Circulation
Manager
ble men of this and other centuries
overcome. With all the courage, knowDorothy Smith
Circulation Secretary
have been of different religious beliefs
ledge, and time that we can master, it is
than you or I. If these men ~ade misMarvin Brooker
Press Photographer
·
still a hard job.
takes in their religious beliefs with all
Claudia Pruett
Society Editor
their store of intellect and knowledge;
Study your religion. Study ocher reMerry Dell Dyer, Johnnie Nell Ray, Pat Mansur
-,
Society Staff
if they suffer in Hell . because their ligions. Assemble all the facts and think
Robert
Grayson,
;,
Religious
Editor
minds were n6t broad enough ·to en- about them. Don't take the word of any
Sammie
Swim,
Morgan
Buffingto~,
Robert
Grayson
Religious
Staff
compass the correct laws of God; why living man concerning religion unless
then can't the rest of us, with our com- he can definitely prove any statement
Tommy Thompson
Sports Editor
paratively scanty array of learning, make that he makes without adding his own
Jimmie Atkinson, Margaret Scott, Emil Menes
Sports Staff
mistakes in our religion also?
interpretation of the situation. The most
Mary Ruth Scott
Exchange Editor
There is only one sure way. We must stupid of mankind can follow the exJimmie Pennington, Dorothy Smith, Dick Foltz,
think. We must study. Let's not accept ample of another. Set the example yourJosephine Connell
Columnists
a thing because someone else does. self. Make sure that your religion, down
Mary Jean Godwin, Josephine Connell, Nathan Lamb
Feature 1W riters
That's the way of the masses. That's to the last minute detail, is perfectly in
why when a strong leader is born, it is accordance with the teachings of Christ.
Brodie Crouch, Margaret Clampitt, Sammie Swim, Dale Jorgeneasy for him to make way for himself. A mistake in religion can be fatal; fason, Mary Lee Strawn, Walter King, Bill Nations, Francis Loveall,
The masses are swayed not by think- tal not only to you, but to your children
Jo Connell, Velma Davis, Bruce Cooley, Reva Simons·
Reporters
ing for themselves, but by their leader's and friends. There must be no mistake.
Rosemary
Pledger,
Stanley
Heiserman,
Katherine
Jackson
Staff
Typmg
thoughts. If we study and think, we will Eternity is a long, long time.

False Teachers

WHAT IS YOUR CHIEF OBJECTION
TO THIS COLD WEATHER?
Therman Healy: "It makes me think.
every morning that we' re having an
earthquake when I get out of bed shivv~ring so hard."
Ruth Bornschlegel: "It's cold and
what's more, it reminds me of winter."
Lester McCartney: (He w~ too cold
to answer.)
Miriam Larsen: "It's too cold. I'm go- ,
ing back to Illinois where the weather
seems like Florida compared with this."
Marjorie Lee: "I ain't got none."
Bulah Moudy : "It's too much like
West Texas. I thought I was coming to

The use of the voice through singing
has long been an established means of
mankind in expressing his feelings.
Throughout the ages man has used vocal music to convey his emotions to oth. ers, as well as to surpress or hide them.
The patriarchs sang as they walked and
talked with God; the Jews sang in their
tabernacles and temples; and the Chm
tians were commanded to sing praises
to God. Even the heathen nations have
odes that they chant to their Gods.
There is nb nation on earth, Christian,
Jewish, or heathen, that refrains from
singing, chanting or expressing their fidelity and love to their deity however
crude it may be. There is no group of
rulers who would be so foolish as to
try to prevent their subjects from singing.

dies, could hardly be found on the campus. But chis practice ' is gradually slipping from us. Wake up, Harding!!! Are
you going to let such a noble trait die?
Or are you going to renew it with all
your energy and vitality? One danger·
ous trend we must watch carefully. We
must not let the singing of hymns become a matter of formality. aWtching
that, let us resound His name throughout the campus. Not only because it is
a Harding characteristic, but also be·
cause in it there is spiritual value, food
for the soul.

TH~ON
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Silhouette On A Thumbnail
By Nathan Lamb

........~~

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Roper are now living
in Sardis, Mississippi,
where he is preaching.
· They have a son, Sidney Graham, Junior.
While W,re in school,
Mrs. Roper was a member of the Ju Go Ju
Smith
club, while Sidney was
a member of the Lambda Sigmas.
Preaching for the church in Allen,
Oklahoma we find 0. R. Perkins, a '45
graduate of Harding College. While on
the campus he was a member of the
Texas club and a student preacher.
One of last year's freshmen, Clarence
Richmond, is now in the navy and stationed at Treasure Island, California. A
member of the Delta Iota club last year,
Clarence plans to return to Harding
when he gets out of the navv
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Geer: . both studenrs here last year, are now in Cardwell, Missouri. Mrs. Geer, the former
Ruth Summitt, is teaching school in the
elementary department, while· Carter is
working in an office of the Cardwell
High school. Ruth was a member of
the Tofebt club, Carter was a Lambda
Sigma.
In Albuquerque, New Mexico, we
find Mr. and Mrs. Richard Chandler.
Richard is field executive for the Boy
Scouts of America in that city. Mrs.
Chandler, the former Dorothy Ray, was
a member of the GATA club and Richard was a TNT.
Two 1944 students now in Louisville, Kentucky, are Mr. and Mrs. Laivern Houtz. Lavern teaches in the Portland Christian High School. Mrs. Houtz
the former Allene Covey, was a member of the WHC club while here. Lavern was a Lambda Sigma.
Just received - 50 copl.es of Revised
Standard Version of New Testament.
, Order yours from the College Book
Store.

LUKE

Luke dead? Don't be ridiculous . . . Ol). every standing wall he could locate.
like the fabulous phoenix, he rises out . . and brother, he knew where the
of his own ashes, or from the steam off walls hung out. LUKE drew his picture
your cuppa-cawfee, or maybe he slips out on trucks, tanks, artillery pieces, planes,
of the steam radiator . . . regardless of and even ships. Why all this scurrilous
where the little egg materializes . . . activity? Well, LUKE loved his brethregardless of when he shows up, one ren-in-arms so much that he wanted
of these days LUKE will lurk up to you, them to feel his presence and feel setap you on the shoulder, and Brother, · cure in the knowledge that a Protecyou've ,had it. The DC has your number tive Personage was constantly looking
-you may as well get your ticket home. after them. Many a weary G. I. read
... for the GAUR Guardian is on the the inscription "Kilroy was here" and
loose once again.
felt immensely releaved at this touch of
Americanism way out in Pavuvu.
Those who desire a biography of lovable little LUKE may get one by conWith the conclusion of the conflict
tacting any GAUR they chance to meet. LUKE began his lurkings where ever
ALL GAURS carry a Field Manual of he could find a gang of Ex-G.I.'s and a
Instruction (FM-L45) giving all facts few Marinef, Since most Exes were
and figures about the operation and changing the khaki for the Argyle plaid
maintainance of LUKE the SPOOK and the Shepherd's Check, LUKE startMost all of these llottle-scarred, uh, bat- ed promoting Social clubs and at Hardtle-scared, uh war-weary wets, G . 1.'s, ing this quickly became the galloping
that is, first met LUKE in the service.
GAURS with LUKE as Co-pilot. Our
LUKE served in all theatres simultai- , hero hides out on and about the cam·
neously, from the war's Alpha unto its pus, generally where 'things happen',
Omega. Dragging his trustyruscy rifle
behind him, he inscribed one of his
many signatures (Kilroy was here) upt
DELUXE

and tries to warn his buddies when dan·
ger is imminent. Take another look at
LUKE' s picture heading this column . .
. contrary to popular opinion that is not
a hair ribbon on the only hair on loverboy' s head . . . that, my gullible public,
is the latest in Radio. A single antennae
extruding from the cranial dome with
radar>-sweep attached.
With this special and exclusive twoway radio equipment LUKE can quickly contact any wayward GAUR who
might be in danger, any kind, any place,
and advise him of the best possible evasive action (did you notice any
GAURS getting caught on S. Hawkins
day?) Any time you see a GAUR holding up his right band with the forefinger extending skyward, look for
LUKE ... he's LURKING.
And now a word from the Nose, Luke
himself . . . "Enny youse guys doubts
my adoptibility at showing in the prominent spots lissen wile ole VIP makes
wit the latest . . . I made time magagine this last issue . . . page 11 - my
lucky number . . . yessir January 13,
1947 . . . Fame, at last ... LUKE for
President". And to thumb up that particular situation "See you at the Polls".

Welcome to
VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP

STORE

]. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
Phone No. 30

PHONE 344

l

l

You~~!~~!hl~!~~ated
0.
S. A. Coffey A. West
W. E. Walls

Student Wives Club
Meets For Election
Mrs. Robert Brown, sponsor of the
Student Wives' club, led a discussion
on "The Permanence of Marriage," at a
meeting in the down town church annex
January 7.
New officers for the term are: President, Mrs. Thomas Ward; vice president, Mrs. Leon Gibson; secretary, Mrs.
Raymond Hawkins; reporter, Mrs. Edward Ransom.
Plans were made to invite a number
of faculty members and other Searcy
people to be guest speakers at club
meetings in the future. .
Mrs. Charles Rice, Mrs. James Gunselman, Mrs. John Fryer, and Mrs.
Thomas Reed served refreshments of
cold drinks, sandwiches, ·and cookies.

Happy Birthday!
Rosemary Pledger . . . . . . Jan.
Winston Eugene Gower .....
Marvin Brooker : . . . . . . . . . . .
Thelma Opal Brannon . . . . . . .
Martha Rose Walston . . . . . .
Dorothy Fryer .............
J. Will Sims . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Allene Pound . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lois Benson .. . ............
Robert Kelsoe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Francile Keith . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16
16
16
16
17
18
19
19
20
21
22

Brewer Classes
Highlight Bible
·Courses For Term
Highlighting the list of Bible classes
offered this quarter are two courses
now being taught by G. C. Brewer, min·
ister of the Jackson Avenue Church of
Christ in Memphis, concerning doctrinal problems and proble.rµs of the
church.
The courses are being well attended,
with approximately sixty people enroJ...
led in each. The classroom is also open
for visitors each session. The course in
Problems of the Church is scheduled
for 2: 15 each Thursday and Friday,
while the Doctrinal problems is at 3:15.
Ministerial students especially have
been urged to take these courses based
on Brewer's wide experience as a gospel
preacher.
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Three Records Are
Cut In Little Rock
By Small Chorus
Fifty-six members of the small chorus
went to Little Rock Monday to cut
recordings. Two 16-inch records were
filled on both sides and a smaller record made.
Leaving the Harding campus at 10:30
a. m ., choristers met at the KARK studio at one for an hour and a half practice session before beginning the recordings. Srudents were taken by both bus
and private car, returning in the early
evening.
The records are being sent to Hollywood for a processing which will perimit the making of additional copies
from them. These copies will be more
permanent than those made through the
usual manner, allowing for continued
use without wearing out a master record.
.A..mong the songs recntdecl on ct-.e
large records were "All Things Praise
Thee," "O Praise the Lord," "Abide
With Me," "I Am Thine, 0 Lord," "He
Leadeth Me," '"On Zion's Glorious
Summit," "Dear Lord and Father of
'Mankind", "Holy, Holy, Holy," "Rocle
of Ages", "Have Thine Own Way,"
"All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name,''
"Peace, Perfect Peace".
The Sunday radio program theme used on the weekly broadcast was cut four
times on one side of the small record,
along with "My Jesus As Thou Wilt".
The other side was filled with Harding's three favorites, "Beautiful Savior", "My God and I," and "The Lord
Bless You".

Lost Letter Brings
Function To light
Sixteen members of the Tennessee
Club, sponsored by Dr. and Mrs. Joe
Pryor, gathered in the choral studio for
an informal chili supper Saturday night,
December 11. For particulars, we are
printing the following letter discovered
on the campus by an anonymous staff
member:
Dear Lizzie and Sal,
It must be wonderful to be there in
the mountains these days. We been .
wadin' so much of this Arkansas mud
lately that it ain't funny no more. Them
boots an' slickers you was mentlooin'
might help, but we low as how we'll
keep dressin' like the Romans does.
Sure do wish you could have been
with us Sati day night. We got what we
call a Tenesee Club here at Harding
(hit's made up of all us Teneseans an'
we don't 'low nobody else in). We even
got us a president an' a vice President
to keep far'ners out. They're real good,
too. Reminds me of old Unkle Josh

who used to watch his hen house with
that twelve gage double barrel of his.
Well, Satiday nite we all got together
and had us a function (I looke that
one up in the dictionary you sent us
for Christmas). Don't guess either of
you knows what one of them is, do you?
They're really a lot of trouble but all
the clubs here at Harding has them.
We'd call 'em partys back home, only
these are a lot more fancy.
Ours was a real classy banquet where
we served this newfangled chilly soup
for supper. Just imagine us at a banquet. That chilly soup was sure good.
Course those real brown beans in it gave
it a familiar flavor. Dorothy an' Mary
Ruth, an' Louise sure done a good job.
Naturally all the home born gals make
good cooks.
They sure had that singin' room fixed
up nice an' pretty, too. There was nice
clean sheets on the tables with some
strips of frazzzled edged blue paper
down the center. We had real candles
on the mantles, on the piana, an' on the
tables, too, an' some of those fancy paper hankerchiefs to keep us from spillin' soup in our laps. We had the rug
pushed back so's we wouldn't spill nothin' on that. That gave us the feel of
good hard wood under our feet. Joyce
got one splinter in her toe. These old
floors are gettin' pretty rough.
After we got set down to the tables
the girls brought out that steamin' hot
chilly with a cheese box full of crackers an' a pot of hot coffee. The cream
these Arkansaw cows gives ain't like
that our jerseys gives but we made out
with hit. We thought Dr. Joe (he ain't
no real doctor, just one of them school
kind) never would stop eatin'. We
needn't have worried tho cause the gals
had fixed plenty an' we all got enough.
After everybody was full we took out
the tables an' played games. We had a
picture show, too, an' Brodie showed
his Smoky mountain picntres. It was
so real lookin' that you could almost
see old Ebenezer Bland climbin' the
trail with a jug on his shoulder.
Next we played a game where everybody imagined they was back in Tenesee an' takin' trips from one place to
another. We played another where 'you
tried to steal a bone away from somebody who was the dog. Dr. Joe wasn't
from Tenesee hisself but Bessie Mae
was an' he could howl like a lost mo111grel somewhere up on the bullhead.

Speaking Of Calendaritis,
Unexpected Rescue
Women, Type And Horses
By Josephine Connell
The Bison office was in dire need. courage was needed, but finally the CF
The need was for a more up-to-date WR blurted out their mission to a man
calendar. With great determination, the seated on a high stool at a still higher
editor and a columnist-feature-writer-re- desk. He was, we presume, Mr. Waller
porter set out to obtain same.
of the Waller Brothers.
The editor wanted a large calendar;
After stroking his chin awhiie and
the columnist-feature-writer-reporter ask.discussing the advertising possibilities in
ed only that the picture be of a horse.
valved in placing a calendar in the
Last Thursday the two saw what
Bison office, he consented after being
would exactly fill the order hanging in
assured that said office was well-known
Mr. Van Meter's (Bison printer) outer
for its steady influx of pedestrians, idloffice. He, however, refused to part with
ers, and erstwhile day-dreamers. The
it, so after oh's and ah's and a few
coveted calendar was placed in the arms
hmmmmmns, the E and FFWR muster·
of the grinning-from-ear-to-ear horse.
ed. up enough courage to stroll down
lover, and with many words of gratitude
the street to try to find the establishthe E led the still radient CFWR out
ment advertised.
the door and back down the street.
A block and there was a large window
reading "Waller Brothers, the Honest
Entitled "Pal-0' -Mine", the greatly
Plant Growers". Opening the outer desired now hangs proudly on the wall
door, the two girls found themselves in over the Editor's desk, but it is an una quaint outer room from which two derstood fact that the horse goes to the
doors led. Both, h6wever, were closed. CFWR some sweet day. It is also underPuzzled s to what they should do ne~t, stood that anyone wishing to view this
the c;FWR suggested that perhaps one masterpiece of a mission-successfullyneeded an appointment to ask for a completed is welcome to come by the
calendar.
Bison office for a look. (Please do not
Presently a young lady opened one of touch!) And it is also understood that
the doors and asked them in. Yes, it all persons are urged to buy all their
was the right place, because there on strawberry plants from this day forward
the wall before them was another copy from Mr. Waller of the Waller Broth·
of the desired. Another mustering of ers Strawberry Plant Growers!

Another game we played had too much
'rithmetic in it anyway, an' then there
was too mu.ch hand clappin' an' foot
pattin' to mess up the counting. Nobody ever counted past thirty-five.
Everbody had a good time though an'
it really was the first time since we've
been here when we could pull off our
shoes an' feel at home.
Love an' kisses,
Brodie an' Carl
P. S. - Hit was Carl's time to furnish the stamp this time. Tell Aunt Melindy we hope herrumatiz is better.
(Editor's Note: Some punctuation and
grammatical corrections were provided
by the editor. Anyone seeing Brodie
Crouch or Carl Kitzmiller can inform
them their letter has been found and
mailed. Stamp donated by the Bison
staff.)
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Francis Loveall . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mary Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Charles W . Thomas .........
Winfred Phillips . . . . . . . . . . .
Alvin Moudy . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wayne Moody . ... .. .' ......
Robert Hare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Doris Johnson ..............
Kathryn Jackson . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bill Harris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Margaret Chaffin . . . . . . . . . . .
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"I no longer believe the passage of
scripture which reads 'He prepareth a
table before 'tne in the presence of mine
enemies,' Cassell said, "I know it is
true. Once it was a matter of faith. Now
it is a matter of knowledge."

I

a vigorous attitude in this critical hour

DR. R. W. TOLER

...........

(Continued from page one.)
the Japanese was painted vividly by Mr.
Cassell as he told of the struggle of the
American prisoners for food and the
way in which the Philippinos brought
food and threw it over the fence to
them so that they would not starve.
After their removal to a camp outside
Manila the problem of food was much
worse, however he said, "When I speak
of hunger, I don't mean the kind of
hunger a man feels when he comes in
from work an hour and a half past supper time; I mean the kind of feeling
one has when for five months he is
hungry continuously without being satisfied"
It was to this camp that orders had
come for the execution at the evening
roll call . of all prisoners of war. The
men heard planes as they dressed that
morning, and saw paratroopers descending. At the sam~ time, bullets began to
come on all sides as Philippino snipers
opened fire. The prisoners were rescued
without the loss of a single man.
The loyalty of the native people was
illustrated throughout Sassell's speech.

He told of a time while he was
paroled from the prison but his sons
were still interned. At a market to
which he went as a complete stranger to
buy food, the woman gave him over a
period of months around five hundred
dollars worth of bananas to take to his
sons, refusing to take his money because
he was an American prisoner of war..

William M. Smith, which is a plea for

l------------·-------------------------------
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·Greer-King Are Wed
In Home Ceremony
Miss Ruth Greer, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Greer of Crystal City,
Texas, was married on January 11 to
Mr. Walter King, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Walter A. King, of Griffithville, Arkansas, at the home of .-Andy T. Ritchie,
who performed an impressive double
ring ceremony.
The bride wore a medium blue dress
suit with black accessories and carried
a spray of rose buds.
Miss Charlene Dodd, the maid of hon~r, wore a black dress with black accessories.
Clayton Waller served as best man.
Preceding the ceremony Miss Mary
Dudney, accompanied by Mrs. Ritchie,
sang, "Because" and "At Dawning".
A reception followed the ceremony.
The couple went to Little Rock for a
brief honeymoon, and are now living
in Searcy where they will continue to attend Harding College.

Club Notes

HOMESPUN ....

James Bobbitt; Carletta Proud., Charles
Stovall; Inez Hayes, Melvin Evans; Vi·
vian Smith, John Reynolds; Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Doyle; Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Gibson; Mr. and Mrs. Tully Wilkim1.
Visitors at the party included: Gladys
O'Neal, Kelley Doyle; Lois Church,
Roger Hawley.
Cad Spain and Dr. J. D. Bales were
the sponsors .

BJ Josephme Connell

On Jo's Spinning Wheel
A new year, a new term, a new col- Nashville, Tennessee, after the holidays.
umn, and a new writer. All nice and Know why?
fresh and green. Hope you like it.
Samuel Johnson once said that when
Jo O'Neal has a record of Lucian's
two Englishmen meet, their first talk is
.
proposal
she can listen to anytime she
of the weather. Well, well, I was just
about to mention the weather-COLD care to lift the lid of her musical pow·
weather, that is (now how did that get derbox he Jgave her for Christmas.
into this column? I think we can blame With little tinkling tones it plays strains
that cold wave we had just after we from the wedding march. She must have
came back from the holidays on Car- been pleased · because he gave her that
nelle Patterson's energetically stated cor- gorgeous diamond she's wearing on the
ruption of the otherwise familiar quo- appropriate finger on her birthday, Df>cember 31.
tation, "Friends, Romans, countrymen :
Happy Hearts Club,: Margaret and
lend me your ear>-muffs! ....
Ralph,
Lou and Virgil, Madge and
-oTherman, Mary and Richard. (Rules
Remember last week's Tuesday mom·
ing chapel? Dr. Benson made several require two f9r one membership.)
remarks on how not to have regrets for
comments we've made to and about other people. Always timely. Have you ever
read that little poem that goes something like this :
"If you your lips would keep from slips,
Five things observe with care:
To whom you s· eak, "f wl1orr. you
speak,
And how and when and where.

CAMPUS LOCALS
By C/,audia Pf'uett

Mr. and Mrs. Harold R. Hart spent
the week-end in Pine Bluff as guests
of Mrs. Hart's parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
D. Woody.
Tom Lavender and Bill Petty went to
Memphis over the week-end for a visit
at Tom's home.

Delta Iotas Have
Formal Function

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Hobby announce
the arrival of a son, Kenneth Lloyd,
January 9, Gt the Hawkins Clinic. Mr.
Hobby is now teaching a mission course
in the college while they are on furlough after spending the past eight
years doing missionary work in Africa.
Don Bryant, who has attended Harding since the beginning of the fall term,
has returned to his home in Marshall,
Texas where he has bought a business.
He pians to resume his work here in
the spring term, however.

The Delta Iota Club and guests met
for a formal banquet in the Blue Room
of the• Rendezvous, Saturday, January
HEALTH CLUB
11, at 8 :00 p. m.
On Tuesday night at the regular meetCarl Spain opened the program for
To
If
you
yours
ears
would
keep
from
ing of the Health Club, Grace Arimura
the evening with an invocation. Henry
was elected president for the new term.
jeers,
Farrar, president of the Delta Iotas, foJ,.
The other officers are Inez Hayes, viceThese things keep meekly hid;
lowed with a "rotten egg" welcome.
president and Bula Moudy, secretary. Myself and me, or my and mine,
Following the dinner, Carl Spain and ~
The dub has extended a special invi- ·
And how I do or did."
Dr. J. D. Bales continued the evening's
tation to anyone who would like to be·
-0program with after-dinner speeches.
come a member.
What's in a name? In a brief pre·
Gladys O'Neal gave a vocal solo, "Blue
class discussion, I was explaining to
--<>Danube", and Gene Wilson was pre·
SUB-DEB
Millie Lanier and Dorothy Breyer that
sented in a violin solo, "Alla Turca".
Anne Moorer was elect~d president of my last name was O'Connell before my
Both were accompanied by Janet Rea.
the Sub-Deb high school social club ancestors came over to America, and
Attending the function were: MargarJanuary 4 at the regular meeting. Other
not McConnell, to which Millie replied:
et Clampitt, Henry Farrar; Lois Benson,
officers elected are Barbara Meek, vice"Guess .mine must have been Lanier- Willis Cheatham; Helen MacDonald,
president Sarah DeLashmidt, secretarysky!" A few moments passed and with- Gene Wilson; Thelma Pegan, Malcom
treasurer; and Patsy Stewart, sergeantout a smile Little-Bit Brewer muttered, Kelley; Janet Rea, Robert Kerr; Doris
inrarms.
"Well, guess mine must have been Gibson, Bob Prince
Elaine Wythe,
-0BREWERY, from Paris."
Wilton Pate; Joanne Anderson, Clyde
TOFEBT
-0. Watson.
Alpha Lee Turman was elected presi Epitah for a dentist:
Carole Anderson, Thomas Dillinger;
dent· of the Tofebt social club for the
Stranger, approach this spot with gra- Ruth Cummings, W. B. Clark; Leah
~inter term at a recent meeting. Edna
vicy,
Prince, Eugene Prince; Gladys Blevens,
Hodge was elected vice-president; Mary
John Thomas Brown, 'is filling his
Alice Cranford, secretary; Mary Elizalast cavity.
beth Kerr, treasurer; Anna Mae John--<>son, reporter.
WANT ADS:

.

--0-

KOINONIA
Initiation ceremonies for new Koino·
nia club members were held Saturday
night, Jamiary 11, at Inner Sanctum.
Jimmy Carroll was host to the group.
Pledges initiated were: Durwood
Chesshir, Wendell Kimbrough, Forest
Chapman, Ulysses Word, John Powell,
Johnny Clark and Tommy Thompson.
James Cone, who attended Harding
before entering the service and was a
member of the club, has returned to
school and was present at the meeting.
Attention! Sunday School teachers!!
We carry a complete line of flannelgraph materials, at the College Book
Store.

KROGER'S

..

COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET

Wanted: More singing on the campus . . . more manners at the mailboxes . . . more radiators in Godden
Hall's hall . . . more sunny days . . .
more books checked out of the library . . . more holidays.
HEARTS AND BLOSSOMS
I hear that Carnelle Patterson could
be heard singing "Blue Skies" every
mile of the way back from her home in

ll

l

Compliments of
SEARCY ICE AND
COAL COMPANY
Phone 555 ______.•

---~---------_.,,,._._

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY
106 E. Market ', Phone No. 8

Maurice Murphy spent the week-end
at his home in Swifton. He was accompanied by Ferrel Mason.
Dot Munger and Fayrene Imboden
went to Hickory Ridge to spend the
week-end at their homes.
Mary Ruth Scott visited her folks at
her home in Memphis, Sunday.

Welcome, Harding Students, To

Bradley's Barber Shop
-.A shop that tries to b~ Chrsstian-West Market Street
Cato
Bradley

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY

MAKE OUR STORE
YOUR
~EADQUARTERS

'

HANDY -

Robbins-Sanford

L_!ercant~ Company-·__.
..

HELPFUL

--o--

Engagements
Vaug han-McCalister
Mr. and Msr. T. F. Vaughan of New
Orleans announce the engagement of
their daughter, Shirley Vaughan, to Gerald T. McCalister, son of Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. McCa!ister of Santa Paula, California.
Miss Vaughan and Mr. McCalister
both attended Harding last year, the for·
er being a member of the graduating
class. She is now working in the high
school library at David Lipscomb College in Nashville. While at Harding,
Miss Vaughan was a member of the W.
H.C. social club.
McCalister is now attending George
Pepperdine College in Los Angeles. He
was a member of the Lambda Sigma
boys club while here.

Stokes-Slaughter
Nuptials Are Read
Wedding vows were read December
22 in the home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Bell, Parsons, Kansas, for their <laugh·
ter, Miss Lyla Ann Stokes and Duane
Richard Slaughter son of J. M. Slaughter, Perryton, Texas. C. M. Tuttleton,
mini ter of the church of Christ, officiated at the service.
The couple stood before an improvis-

with palms and ferns with white chry·
santhemums and red poinsettia. White
candelabra were used to complete the
bridal setting.
Given in marriage by Mr. Bell the
bride wore a street-length dress of aqua wool jersey and a matching turban with gold and pearl trim. Her ac·
cessories were brown and she wore a
corsage of white gardenias.
Mrs. Charlene Vande, Vinita, Oklahoma who served as the bride's single
attendant wore a fuchsia dress with
black ac~essories and a white chrysanthemum corsage. Willim Ca. Cummins,
Arkansas City, Kansas, was best man.
Mrs. Slaughter attended Harding last
year and is at present enrolled in Kan·
sas State Teachers College, Pittsburg,
where she is a member of the Sigma
Theta Upsilon sorority. At Harding
Mrs. Slaughter was a member of the
Mu-EtarAdelphian social club.
Mr. Slaughter is a graduate of the
Caldwell, Kansas, high school and attended Kansas State Teachers College
before entering the navy where he served three years. He is now a student in
the school of engineering at Kansas
State.
--------~--·····

Robertson's Drug Store
-GIFTS-DRUGS-ANTIQUES-

J

Smith-Vaughan Mercantile
Company
I

----<>--

STERLING'S

"White County's Fastest Growing Store"
Jus,. off the: Campus

5c & lOc STORE

~

-------·--..-.---------~...-.--~

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR · COMPANY.

MOBILGAS
MOBILOIL
Let Thi.s Garage Serve You
-for-

"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"
TELEPHONE 112

HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY
WELCOME TO-

Coffee Bar Eat Shop
(Back of Plaza Theatre)
-Sandwiches
-Chili

-Drinks
-Pies

Royal
Crown

LADIES'
-Ha ts
Coats
-Dresses
-Shoes
MEN'S-Hats
-Shirts
-Suits
-Shoes

ed altar set in a window and banked

--oOo---

I Largest Store in Searc;·

•
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Bottling Company
JUDSONIA, ARKANSAS

This spot cleaned by Harding College Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Plo,nt.
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- Longhorns Take
Elks In Initial
Game Thursday
The Longhorns, in the initial game of
the 1947 intramural basketball tourna·
ment, blasted the Elks 47 to 33 Thurs·
day afternoon.
Leading only 20-18 at halftime, the
Steers broke away to score 21 points
in a whirl wind third period. Harold
Wilson and George Reagan paced this
sudd~n attack; each chalked up three
goals before the quarter was half over.
The winners kept up a terrific pace
throughout the third canto and then
coasted in with the tournament's first
victory.
Only Grady Hicks and Theodore Farm
er of the Elks were able to score with
any consistency against the Longhorns.
Hicks Elks center, rang the bell with
six long shots to count 12 points and
take scoring honors. Farmer performed
well at his guard position and scored 8
points. Reagan netted 10 markers for
the winners.
Scoring at timely moments through·
out the game for the Longhorns were
Bob Lanier, Ji:n Cone, Captain Joe Dan
Tipps, Calvin Showalter, and Lloyd
Fullington.

the Gators instigated their blitz. Forwards Cecil Beck and Herbert Lawrence
started a fast break, Joe Webb began to
hit his long two-handed jump shot, and
the Gators were off. They scored 24
points in the second period, 19 in the
third, and topped off their night's play
with 26 in the fourth.
A couple of Joes - Webb and Bar•.I
ton - were really the big wheels of the
Gator attack. These two guards completely dominated the area beneath both
backboards, set up nearly all the Gator
scoring plays with recovered rebounds
and a smooth exhibition of passing.
Beck, mixing a fast break with his
amazing, long left-handed shot, nicked
the Sooner defense for 20 points. Webb
garnered 16, Lawrence 12, and Captain
Bill Fogg 11.
Lester Perrin's 11 tallies, Bob "Coach"
Thompson's 7, and Captain Charlie
Draper's 7 were tops for the Sooners.

M.

M.

The multiple throw was given to J.
G. Gunselman in the last period when
Coy Campbell and Howard Ewing of
the Mules founel him simultaneously.
A technical was then called on Ewing
for questioning the decision, thereby
making it possible for Referee Pinky
Berryhill to allow Gunselman three free
ithrows. He made two of them.
The Mules got away to an early lead
in the first quarter when Captain Doug
Lawyer, Campbell, and Ewing scored
field goals before the game was a minute old. They led 15· 7 after the first
heat, 26-11 at halftime, and 32-20 storting the last round.
Lawyer copped high point laurels
with 14. Bison Arvin Edwards sank five
goals from the field and two charity
tosses for 12 points.

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER

-1

Corner Spruce & Race Sts.

Phone 225

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

i
i
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W ELCOME

-at-

For El.ectrical Appliances

Phones 212 - 303
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Teamsters Win
7 Point Victory

BOYS FINAL STANDINGS
Team
w
L .I
\Pct.
Faculty
1,000
5
0
Freshmen
4
1
.800
Seniors
2
.600
3
Juniors
4
.200
Sophomores
4
.200
High &hool
4
.200
Just received - 50 copies of Revised
Standard Version of Nev.r Testament.
Order yours from the College Book
Store.
You should read Therefore Stand by
William M. Smith, which is ,a plea for
a vigorous attitude in this critical hour
of the Christian faith. Order from the
College Book Store.

Thelma Pegan's 7 points led the
Teamsters to an 18 co 12 victory over
the Passers_ in the opening game of the
girl"s intramural cage tournament Thursday night.
The Teamsters led all the way, 612
after the first quarter, 12-4 at halftime,
and 17-10 starting the last period.
Grace Arimura of the Passers accounted for half of her team's points to
rival Pegan for scoring honors.

CENTRAL
BARBER SHOP

. . - - - !-

L~~r and See Us

R omeo's Cafe
HARDING
STUDENTS
E S _p E C I A L L Y
W E L C 0 ME

il

MR. & MRS. M. D. SWENSON
Managers

-·------------·
24 -- HOUR SER VICE
at

TAXI CAFE

L. A Y;-A.-WAY
Your Coat and Suit
for Spring
See the thrilling ,new spring line now on display in our fas_hion department. Suits from
$13.98 - Coats from $15.98..

A small deposit holds your selection

he Ideal Shop

Harding College
Students
WE

WELCOME
YOU

Wm. WALKER STUDIO

HARDING~.,

AT

ALL

TIMES

One-Half Block North of Rendezvous
•

I

PHONE

WE APPRECIATE YOUR

694

BUSINESS
-

Service is Complete at -

----01----

Kodak Service
PORTRAITS -

I

f&dies .....

I
I
t-----------------------------

j
I

E. D. WAKE NIGHT

200 ·East Race St.

"Where you find what you like to eat"

•

In the girls' tournament, the Juniors
took top honors by winning six straight
games without a defeat. The Frosh
came in second, winning four while
losing only two, both defeats coming
at the hands of the Juniors.

SEE

Come In To See Our
1946
CHEVROLET

Grocery and Market

l

The powerful Faculty cagers, running
over all other teams without being pressed, rang up five straight wins to capture first place in the class tournament
which was completed last week.
Coach Pinky Berryhill personally escorted the Faculty in the final game,
scoring l~ points to lead in a 47 to 27
conquest of the Seniors last Tuesday
night.
The Freshmen clinched second place
by walloping a game and fighting High
School team 66 to 21 Tuesday afternoon. Three full teams took part in the
scoring bee against Virgil Lawyer's High
Schoolers, Brickk Hurst, Frosh forward,
netting 26 points.

CHEVROLET COMPANY/

COMPLIMENTS
0 f

ALWAYS

Faculty Cagers
Capture Title

..---.-------·······1
I TRUMAN BAKER '

I WHITE HOUSE
i

With Margaret Scott and Ruth Cummings scoring 8 points each, the Basrr
eteers had an easy time in defeating the
Bouncers 23 to 9 Friday. Gwen Futrell was outstanding at guard for the
losers.

Twenty•two fouls were called against
the Mules, Lawyer; Campbell, and Ewing being disqualified with five each
midway the fourth period. The Mules
played the last few minutes of the game
with only four men.

Just received - 50 copies of Revised
Standard Version of New Testament
Ordtr Yours from the College Book
5-cote.

GARRISON

~---~.----------------

In a game featured by the first multiple free throw awarded in any contest
at Harding this year, the Mules kicked
the Bisons 30 to 29 Friday night.

Superior guarding by Gladys Blevins,
Joyce Quint, and D ixie Dillard enabled
the Passers to hand the Bouncers their
second defeat of the tourney last Fri·
day night, 20 to 6. The losers failed to
score in the last half.
Marjorie Lee and Pauline Williams
supplied the offensive punch, scoring
9 to 6 points, respectively. Gwen Futrell again played a fine defensive game
at guard for the Bouncers.

A second quarter rally that lengthened into a three-period rampage gave the
Gators a 75 'to 34 trouncing of the
Sooners Thursday night.
The score, after a slow start for both
teams, had come to rest at 6-6 when

Bouncers Meet
Defeat Friday

First Multiple
Free Throw Of
Year Is Given

Passers Come Up On
Top In Cage Game

Gators Trounce
Sooners In Rally

1
i
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Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

Security Bank

COMMERCIAL

COPIES OF DISCHARGES

"A Friendly Institution"
We Appreciate Your Business

,/

-and-.

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store

•

